Exterior Protection
Universal Push Bumpers

Two LED Push Bumper shown on Chevy Tahoe
Universal Push Bumper

Features of Universal Push Bumpers

• **Universal design** - bumper facia can be transferred to different PPV with the purchase of transfer kit, helps reduce costs when upfitting new vehicles*

• **Superior, patented design requires no holes drilled** - less down time and quicker installs

• **Solid weld, rugged steel construction** - ensures a longer, more durable life of the bumper that is easier to install

• **Auxiliary light and speaker mounting platform** - optional mounting holes for mounting lights and sirens

• **Integrated mounting design** - will not interfere with the SRS airbag system

• **Black powder coat finish** - adds a layer of protection against salt spray and other environmental conditions

• **Sturdy rubber padding** - encases bumper edge for a stronger coverage - replaceable for aesthetic purposes

*call a Pro-gard CSR for more information about transfer fitments

Additional Features of LED, Universal Push Bumpers

• **Integrated, Whelen® TIR3™ LED Lightbars**
  - Sedan features 6 TIR3 lights
  - SUV features 8 TIR3 lights

• **Integrated, Whelen® ION™ LED Lightbars**
  - Sedan features 2 ION lights
  - SUV choose either 2 or 4 ION lights

• **All Integrated LED Lightbars, choose from three lighting patterns:**
  - all red
  - all blue
  - ½ red, ½ blue

Pro-gard’s easy to install, **Universal Push Bumper’s** rugged, patented design provides long-lasting front end protection. Now available in both Sedan and SUV versions.